Building materials
The systematic approach to
building and renovations

GB

“We are
all-round suppliers”
“Innovative products cannot be developed just by sitting at a desk.
A direct connection to real life applications is absolutely essential.”
This statement by Helmut Wedi, founder of wedi GmbH, not only
describes the character of our company over the last few decades,
it has also become a philosophy and mission statement for the
whole wedi team. We recognise the advantages of being a familyrun company and place great value on consistently putting these
benefits into practice. Fast decision-making, ongoing employee
training, critical questioning of our own performance and products,
remaining close to our clients and the marketplace: these are key
factors that wedi lives by – every day without fail. Our challenge is
to retain our traditional values while being innovative and authentic.
Our areas of activity are divided into building materials, design line
and customised building. Anyone looking for load-bearing, formed
or formable impermeable tiling substructures will be sure to find a
wide range of sophisticated building materials at wedi. As well as
providing our clients with a number of standard products, we also
provide solutions to just about any conceivable problem in the
form of sophisticated customised designs.
wedi customers appreciate our comprehensive and certified standards for quality, profit from our delivery and reliability plus the professional expertise and support from our sales and customer service
employees. All these are manifest in the enhanced cost benefits
achieved with the wedi premium brand. To ensure it stays that way,
hundreds work on a daily basis both in-house and overseas developing products and services – yesterday, today and tomorrow.

Stephan Wedi
Managing Director of wedi GmbH
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Your partner
in the world of workmanship

wedi building boards
wedi building boards form the core of the Building Materials
business unit. They are the starting point for endless applications.
Their practical benefits include their versatility and ease of use,
their heat insulation properties and impermeability to water, as
well as their wide-ranging design possibilities.

wedi tile profiles

wedi accessories

Irrespective of colour and material design, wedi’s tile profiles
are characterised by their high standards of quality. Whether
tile-finish solutions for walls and floors, optical highlights in the
design of corners and edging, renovation profiles for expansion
joints and transitions or use on balcony constructions, wedi’s
range has something to suit every taste.

wedi accessories are the ideal products to assist you with the task
in hand. The range of products has everything from high-grade impact sound deadening boards, to isolation mats to sealing systems
to protect against moisture. In this way, wedi makes a vital contribution towards the lasting protection of high-grade wall and floor
coverings in all private and commercial applications.
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Design & variety
It all begins with the wedi
building board

The wedi building board is so much more than just an item of
building material. It combines a number of impressive properties
in one product. From moisture-protection to heat insulation and
a high level of functionality as a supporting material for tiles and
other coverings. It offers previously unimagined possibilities.
What’s more, in the hands of a skilled tradesman, it is also an
extraordinary design medium whose shapes and applications
appear to know no borders.
The strengths of the wedi building board are particularly evident
in renovation projects. It is available in different thicknesses and
has become a genuine all-rounder because it is so flexible and
easy to process. Whether it is being used as a carrier material
on a wall, to clad old substructures and pipes, as a substructure

system on the floor, or used to create bathroom furniture, for
example, each shape, however sophisticated it is, can be produced
individually with wedi building boards. Moreover, the unique
surface structure of wedi building boards forms an ideal adhesive
substrate on which to apply plaster, tile adhesive or other materials.
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Facts & figures
The technical possibilities

Ideal base for tiles
The wedi building board includes a blue core made from extruded polystyrene rigid foam which is
free of HCFCs. The rigid foam is glass-fibre reinforced on both sides and is also coated on both sides
with a synthetic polymer resin mortar. This makes the wedi building board the ideal base for laying
tiles using the thin-bed process. It can be applied to virtually any substructure, is impermeable to
water, heat-insulating, versatile, lightweight and stable.

Please note:
wedi also stocks all the products you
need for processing our materials, such
as wedi tools, wedi Duporit adhesive
sealant, etc. As a result, wedi offers a
highly developed overall system. Real
added value. All our test certificates and
data sheets are available to download
from the Internet at www.wedi.de.

Technical properties basic foam
Long-term compressive stress
(50 years) ⱕ 2 % compression DIN EN 1606

0.08 N/mm2

Water vapour diffusion resistance value (µ)
according to DIN EN 12086

100

Pressure resistance or compressive stress
at 10 % compression DIN EN 826

0.25 N/mm2

Water absorption
through long-term immersion according to DIN EN 12087

ⱕ 1.5 Vol.-%

Associated elasticity module according to DIN EN 826

10 N/mm2

Capillarity

0

Thermal conductivity
at 10 °C according to DIN EN 12667/ DIN EN 12939

0.035 W/mK

Linear thermal expansion coefficient

0.07 mm/mK

Thermal conductivity
rated value according to licence Z-23.15-1476 DIN 4108-4

0.037 W/mK

Temperature limits

-50 / +75 °C

Tensile strength according to DIN EN 1607

0.45 N/mm2

Fire behaviour according to DIN 4102

B1

Shear strength according to DIN EN 12090

0.2 N/mm2

Shear modulus according to DIN EN 12090

7 N/mm2

Basic density according to DIN EN 1602

30 kg/m3

Please note:
Whether you use building boards or Fundo, they have a sealing effect in combination
with tile and board coverings without the need for an additional sealing layer. These
wedi products are approved by the building inspection authorities for private and
public buildings, are resistant to the effects of temperature and ageing, and with
stress classes A1 and A2, have also safely passed the pressure water-tightness test
when subjected to jolt-type stresses.

Building boards

Flexible building boards

wedi building boards are available in different thicknesses, formats
and coating forms. They range from standard sizes to the XL and
XXL variants to specially coated with an integrated vapour barrier.

The flexible building boards are supplied factory-cut, enabling individual shapes, e.g. curves, serpentine lines, etc. to be achieved.

wedi building board, wedi building board Vapor

wedi building board Construct

Pre-fabricated
building board elements

Building boards for
balconies and terraces

In addition to L and U-shaped components, the pre-fabricated
elements made from wedi building boards are particularly used
for cladding bathtubs and shower trays.

These building boards, which are designed with a slope and are
very robust, are primarily used outdoors, in particular on balconies
and terraces. They can be used in a variety of applications, whether
on transverse or longitudinal slopes, or as stepboards.

wedi Mensolo, wedi Bloc, wedi Bathboard, wedi Bathbox

wedi building board Balco

For technical details and matching accessories, please refer to the product overview.
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wedi building board – wall applications

Walling work
with the wedi building board
wedi building boards can be used almost without limits thanks to the wide range of thicknesses and
installation options to virtually any substructure. wedi building boards are lightweight waterproof
and dimensionally stable. The ability to combine multiple installation options means wedi building
boards provide fast simple construction procedures whether they are to fixed direct to existing tile
coverings, be they on loadbearing or non-loadbearing substructures or in providing a smooth transition to traditional materials, finishes or details.
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wedi building board – wall applications

Fixing to load-bearing substructures
When people refurbish old bathrooms which are in need of renovation, they often have to consider
what to do with the old wall coverings, e.g. walls tiled to half height. wedi building boards offer
simple solutions to this. The building boards most commonly used are the thicknesses 4 mm or 6 mm
because they can be applied flush to adjacent tilework, leaving the tradesman with a clean, level
surface to work with.

1

2

3

Clean the surfaces underneath
before starting processing and
prepare them with deeppenetrating primer or adhesive
and bonding primer.

(Partial) levelling of the surface
with a standard repair filler.

Apply a coating of bonding adhesive to the wall and then
bed and align the boards fully
with standard tile adhesive.

4b

5a

5b

Apply wedi Tools sealing tape to
joints between building boards
in wet areas.

Whether the building boards
are only used in half tiled situations or …

… are used on the whole
surface, they can then be tiled
on or plastered as normal.

wedi system components:
•

wedi building board

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Tools sealing tape

4a

Cover joints between building
boards with wedi Tools reinforcement tape and affix with
tile adhesive, or cover joints
with wedi Tools self-adhesive
reinforcement tape.

Fixing to non load-bearing substructures
If the old substructures in bathrooms in need of renovation have only partial load-bearing capability
(or none at all) wedi Tools metal dowels are used. For example, block in wall surfaces or separating
layers often fail to offer adequate adhesion for a new top covering. Making these substructures loadbearing would generally prove to be a very costly alternative. The wedi building board and matching
system components offer a simple solution.

1

2

Clean the surfaces underneath
before starting processing and
prepare them with deeppenetrating primer or adhesive
and bonding primer.

5

8 wedi Tools metal dowels per
building board (5 per square
meter).

3

4

(Partial) levelling of the surface
with a standard repair filler.

Apply a coating of bonding
agent to the building boards
and then sit them on and align
them fully with standard tile
adhesive.

6a

6b

Cover the joints between
building boards with wedi
Tools reinforcement tape or
with wedi Tools self-adhesive
reinforcement tape.

Apply wedi Tools sealing tape
to joints between building
boards in wet areas.

wedi system components:

Hammer on wedi Tools metal
dowels to fix them in place.

7

Then tile or plaster as normal.

Please note:

•

wedi building board

•

wedi Tools sealing tape

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Tools metal dowels

50 mm long dowels should be hammered into the supporting substructure to a depth of
at least 35 mm. Dowels measuring 80 mm or more in length should be hammered in to
a minimum depth of 50 mm.
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wedi building board – wall applications

Flush transitions to plasterboard
wedi building boards are impermeable to water and do not require an additional waterproof coating for applications in heavy
wet areas. At 12,5 mm thick a flush transition can be achieved
with adjacent plasterboard surfaces. wedi Tools sealing tape is
used to seal all appropriate board joints. wedi building boards
provide thermal insulation preventing the unpleasant feeling of
cold walls in the shower area and reduce the build up of steam
and condensation.

1

After cleaning the wall, first apply a bonding layer to the building
board and push the building board flush up to the plaster board
from below.

2

Align using a spirit level and then tile as normal.

wedi system components:
•

wedi building board

•

wedi Tools insulation-board washers

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Tools metal dowels

•

wedi Tools sealing tape

Fixing on uneven substructures
wedi building boards with a thickness of 20 mm or more are used on walls which are extremely
uneven. Regardless of how old and dilapidated the old substructures are, you can create clean,
even walls which offer lasting protection against moisture and insulate the room.

1

2

Use a screwdriver to punch
8 holes (or 5 per m2) in a wedi
building board.

4

Insert wedi Tools metal dowels
through the dabs of mortar and
pre-drilled holes and hammer
them in.

3

Then apply dabs of mortar
made from standard tile
adhesive in line with the hole
markings.

Place the building board against the wall; tap it lightly with a
rubber mallet and line it up. Allow the adhesive dab to dry then
drill holes in the wall through the board and dabs of mortar
using an 8 mm drill bit.

5a

5b

Cover the joints between
building boards with wedi
Tools reinforcement tape or
with wedi Tools self-adhesive
reinforcement tape.

Apply wedi Tools sealing tape
to joints between building
boards in wet areas.

6

Then tile or plaster as normal.

wedi system components:
•

wedi building board

•

wedi Tools insulation-board washers

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Tools metal dowels

•

wedi Tools sealing tape
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Vapor
wedi building board

wedi building board Vapor
wedi Vapor building board is specially designed for applications where very high levels of humidity
are a constant factor, such as commercial steam rooms and swimming pools. It delivers the same
premium brand production specification associated with wedi building board with the addition of
a high quality factory applied vapour barrier on one side. When tested wedi Vapor buidling board
exceeds the minimum industry requirement for Vapour resistance by nearly 6 times, and presents
an excellent substrate for both ceramic and natural stone tiles as well as other finishes.

Protection
for walls in high humidity
environments

1

2

Clean the surfaces underneath
before starting processing and
prepare them with deep-penetrating primer or adhesive and
bonding primer.

4

3

(Partial) levelling of the surface
with a standard repair filler.

Apply a coating of bonding
agent to the wedi Vapor building boards and sit them on and
line them up fully with standard
tile adhesive.

5

Cover the joints with wedi
Tools adhesive tape. Then
cover with tile adhesive and
sand it with quartz sand.

Then tile or plaster as normal.

wedi system components:
• wedi building board Vapor
• wedi Tools

sealing tape
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wedi building board – wall applications

Fixing
on wooden and metal frameworks
The versatility of wedi building boards is not limited by wooden and metal frameworks. In such
cases, wedi building boards with thicknesses of 20 mm or more are used to create a clean substrate
for tiling, as well as a sturdy structure. To apply the wedi building board quickly and easily, a wooden
structure whose sections are perfectly perpendicular and flush must first be mounted on the loadbearing substructure. The maximum distance between the metal and wooden frameworks may not
exceed 0.6 m.

1a

1b

Use chipboard screws and wedi Tools insulation-board washers
to affix the building board to a wooden framework …

… or to a metal framework.

2

Detailed view.

3a

3b

Cover joints between building
boards with wedi Tools reinforcement tape and affix with
tile adhesive, or cover joints
with wedi Tools self-adhesive
reinforcement tape.

Apply wedi Tools sealing tape to
joints between building boards
in wet areas.

4

Then tile or plaster as normal.

wedi system components:
•

wedi building board

•

wedi Tools sealing tape

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Tools insulation-board washers
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wedi building board – wall applications

Pre-fabricated building board elements
The secret among professionals is to use L and U-shaped building board designs. They can be used
in a variety of ways. These new elements are most commonly used in shelving. This, for example,
involves backing the U-shaped element against the wall and then tiling or plastering over it.

Installation
bath shelves and claddings
Boxing in pipes using conventional materials takes time, creates mess and rarely creates an ideal
substructure for tiling. This task can be done quickly and cleanly using wedi Mensolo angle units.

1

2

Cut the L-shaped wedi
Mensolo angle unit to the
required length.

Affix the L-shaped wedi
Mensolo angle unit to the wall
with wedi Duporit adhesive
and sealant. Then screw it to
the wall using wedi Tools
connectors and board screws.

3

Cover the joints between
building boards with wedi
Tools reinforcement tape or
with wedi Tools self-adhesive
reinforcement tape.

4

Then tile or plaster as normal.

In addition, the practical U-shaped elements allow you to create your own shelf and support solutions,
integrating them fully into the design of the bathroom.

1

2

Simply cut the U-shaped, prefabricated wedi Mensolo unit
to the required length, e.g.
for creating shelves.

Affix the angle unit to the
wall with Duporit adhesive
sealant. Then fix it securely in
place with nailed dowels and
cover the joints with selfadhesive reinforcement tape.

3

After tiling as normal, the customised shelf is complete and ready
to use.

wedi system components:
• wedi Mensolo-L / -U
• wedi Tools wall connector
• wedi Tools reinforcement tape
• wedi Duporit adhesive sealant
• wedi Tools sealing tape
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wedi building board – floor applications

Installation
flooring
Whether you are covering screeding, concrete, wood or old tiles, wedi building boards are the perfect substrate for floors at home. wedi building boards measuring 10 mm or more in thickness are
used for this.

Fixing on wooden substructures
To ensure that you enjoy all the benefits of wedi building boards
when used on wooden substructures, the following conditions
have to be met: The substructure must be rigid (not vibrating or

1

Prepare wooden floors with
deep-penetrating primer using
a roller.

2

Apply standard tile adhesive to
the wooden substructure.

sprung), be able to withstand the load, be dry, free of dirt and
damaging infestation. Any unevenness must be eliminated using
levelling filler.

4

3

Apply a bonding layer to the
building board and place the
board onto the adhesive with
the joints offset.

Once hardened, also secure
the building boards using
board screws and wedi Tools
insulation-board washers.

wedi system components:
5

Seal holes and joints between
building boards in wet areas
with wedi Tools sealing tape.
Fully affix a wide strip of wedi
Tools reinforcement tape.

6

Min. tile dimensions are
10 x 10 cm, and min.
tile thickness is 7 mm.

•

wedi building board

•

wedi Tools sealing tape

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Tools insulation-board washers

Fixing on cement substructures
The substructures must be able to withstand the load and be
cleaned of any mortar residue and dirt before you start to lay
the wedi building boards. If necessary, treat the surface with
deep-penetrating primer, adhesive and bonding primer or epoxy

1

If necessary, prime the cement
substructure beforehand.

resin primer. Eliminate unevenness using levelling compounds.
Newly created substructures must be adequately dried to ensure
that the shrinkage process due to water-loss is completed before
the wedi building board is fitted.

2

3

Apply standard tile adhesive to
the substructure.

Apply a bonding layer to the
building board and embed it
into the adhesive.

4

Seal holes and joints between
building boards with wedi
Tools sealing tape. Fully affix a
wide strip of wedi Tools reinforcement tape.

wedi system components:
5

•

wedi building board

•

wedi Tools sealing tape

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Tools insulation-board washers

Min. tile dimensions are
10 x 10 cm, and min.
tile thickness is 7 mm.
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wedi building board – bathroom furniture

Constructing
individual bathroom
furniture
When you start to consider the possibilities for individual design, it soon becomes clear that wedi
building boards can be used for much more than just as substructures for walls and floors. Building
boards with thicknesses of 30, 40, 50, 60 and 80 mm are excellent for frameless construction of
tileable bathroom furniture. There are no limits to your creativity, whether you are making wash-stand
basins, seats, shelves or storage surfaces. The method of use remains straightforward and easy.

1

2

Cut the wedi building board to the required length in order to
construct your tailor-made bathroom furniture.

3

Mark recesses and inspection holes in the building board as
required and cut them out (bevelled incision).

4

Stick the elements together with wedi Duporit adhesive sealant.
Simply assemble the cut building boards using wedi Tools connectors.

Apply wedi Tools reinforcement tape to the joints and edges, or
cover them with wedi Tools self-adhesive reinforcement tape.

5

Tile the bathroom furniture constructed from building boards
according to your individual taste.

wedi system components:
•

wedi building board

•

wedi Tools 90° connectors

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Duporit adhesive sealant

•

wedi Tools sealing tape
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wedi building board – bathtubs & showers

Cladding
bathtubs and showers
wedi bathboard for cladding bathtubs which
are positioned against a wall
wedi bathboard cladding, which is made from 30 mm thick wedi building boards, has sparked
something of a revolution in the cladding of bathtubs and showering trays. Height variations of
up to 10 cm in rough concrete or screeding can be compensated for during installation using
height-adjustable feet. This does away with the need for the control frame.

1

2

Fit the support in the wall area.

Apply wedi Duporit adhesive sealant along the top edges of the
building boards.

3

4

Sit the elements under the edges of the bathtub and make the
necessary adjustments.

wedi system components:
• wedi Bathboard
• wedi Duporit adhesive sealant

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Tools sealing tape

Adjust the height of the feet
using an open-jawed spanner
(SW 17) or pipe wrench so
that the wedi bathboard sits
securely under the edge of the
bathtub.
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wedi building board – bathtubs & showers

wedi bathbox for cladding free-standing bathtubs
Discover your creative side by creating useful shapes around bathtub supports. Using the wedi
bathbox, you can create a bathtub support and tileable cladding in just a few simple steps. By
cladding the bathtub on all four sides, it can also be positioned right in the middle of the room.
What’s more, it is also easy to create platforms, steps and storage surfaces right around the new
bathtub using wedi building boards.

1

2

It is easy to adapt the height and width of the wedi bathbox to
the dimensions of the bathtub using a box cutter or saw. Apply
wedi Duporit adhesive sealant along the tongue and groove
edging.

4

wedi system components:
• wedi Bathbox
• wedi Duporit adhesive sealant

Cut the supplied bathtub floor
support so that it is flush
and fit it under the bathtub.

6

5

Apply wedi Duporit adhesive
sealant along the upper edge.

Assemble the corner elements
and fix them in place using the
screws supplied. The project
can then proceed directly
because there is no need to
allow any time for drying.

3

Insert the bathtub element.

•

wedi Tools reinforcement tape

•

wedi Tools sealing tape

If necessary, make a bevelled
incision for the inspection
opening and then tile it as
normal.
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Construct
wedi building board

wedi building board Construct
The wedi Construct building board opens up any possibility in the design of circular shapes.
Whether you wish to achieve narrow radii or semicircular solutions, the Construct building board
grants you plenty of scope to develop your ideas for virtually all applications. Since Construct
building boards exhibit the usual high quality in terms of moisture protection and heat insulation,
irrespective of their shape, sustained high technical standards are guaranteed, along with room
to allow you to explore your creative side.

Design
with the flexible Construct
building board

1

2

Pre-cut wedi Construct building boards come in longitudinal and
transverse cut designs.

4

5

… and apply wedi Tools reinforcement tape and standard
tile adhesive.

Then place the wedi Construct
building board flush along the
structure, with the incisions
facing upwards …

6

Once it has dried, the building
board will be set in the intended
shape and can then be
processed further as normal
or however you wish.

wedi system components:
• wedi building board Construct
• wedi Tools

To shape the building board
according to your wishes, you
must first create a type of
template, e.g. out of wood.

3

A wide range of other shapes
are possible using the wedi
Construct building board. All
you need is a template shaped
to suit your wishes.

reinforcement tape
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Balco
wedi building board

wedi building board Balco
Many people shy away from refurbishing balconies and terraces which need to be tiled. Even new
balconies and terraces are often covered with products other than tiles, mainly because there are
only a few reliable systems available which are easy to use. The wedi Balco building board can be
used on almost all firm and critical balcony subsurfaces making it an ideal substructure element for
perfect tiling. Thanks to its specially designed coating, it does not absorb any water. It also reduces
stresses and does not require any extra drying time.

Setting up
balcony constructions
Laying on substructures which are in need of renovation

1

2

Remove damaged tiles from old
tiled coverings and make good
the damaged areas using wedi
Balco medium-bed mortar.
The subsurface must be able to
withstand the load, be dry and
be free of loose particles.

4

3

Lay the wedi Balco building board down flat on the substructure
using medium-bed mortar. If the existing slope of the subsurface
is less than 1.5 %, we recommend the use of wedi Balco sloping
boards.

5

Once the cement bed has set,
seal the “Balco / Balco” joints
and the “wall / Balco” joints
using the appropriate wedi
Balco sealing set.

6

The stainless steel V4 A wedi
Balco balcony end profile
provides a clean finish. The
corners are formed to size on
site.

wedi system components:
• wedi building board Balco
• wedi building board Balco, sealing set

Embed the Balco building
board flat into the wedi Balco
medium-bed mortar and align
it using a sliding action.

•

wedi building board Balco,

Then apply the required tile
covering.

•

wedi Balco , tile profile

middle-bed mortar, quick-set
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Balco
wedi building board

Laying on bituminous felt subsurfaces

1

2

The special wedi Balco primer
for bituminous felts is mixed
according to the existing
subsurface temperature (maximum 25°C) and applied with
a rubber wiper to the loadbearing, clean and dry subsurface.

5

3

Quartz sand is scattered over
the primer directly after its
application, applying the weton-wet method. Remove loose
particles before proceeding
with the processing.

6

Embed the Balco building
boards flat into the wedi Balco
medium-bed mortar and align
them using a sliding action. If
there is not already a minimum
slope, we recommend that you
use wedi Balco sloping boards.

Scrape a thin contact layer of
wedi Balco middle-bed mortar
onto the subsurface with the
plain side of the U-notched
trowel.

7

Once the cement bed has set,
seal the “Balco / Balco” joints
and the “wall / Balco” joints
using the appropriate wedi
Balco building board sealing
set.

wedi system components:
• wedi building board Balco
• wedi building board Balco, sealing set

4

•

wedi building board Balco,
special primer

Afterwards, comb additional
wedi Balco middle-bed mortar
on, depending on the nature
of the subsurface.

8

The stainless steel V4 A wedi
Balco balcony end profile
provides a clean finish. The
corners are formed to size on
site.

•

wedi building board Balco,
middle-bed mortar, quick-set

Then apply the required tile
covering.

Laying on stairs and steps

1

2

The subsurface must be able to
withstand the load, be dry and
be free of loose particles.
Starting situation: old concrete
steps.

3

Cut the wedi Balco stepboard
to size using a saw.

5

4

Apply wedi Balco medium-bed
mortar straight onto the subsurface.

wedi system components:
• wedi building board Balco,
• wedi building board Balco,
stepboard

Once the cement bed has set,
seal with the appropriate wedi
Balco sealing set.

Lay wedi Balco stepboards
across the whole area.

middle-bed mortar, quick-set

•

6

Then apply the required tile
covering.

wedi building board Balco,
sealing set
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wedi building board – fitting aids

Useful guidance
about attachment and fitting
While wedi building boards offer a variety of options for use on walls and floors, they are every bit as
versatile when it comes to their uses in detailed solutions. Whether bathroom furniture or accessories,
electrical or warm-water under-floor heating systems, partitions or visual walls, wedi building boards
are the perfect basis for virtually any design form.

Attaching and fitting bathroom furniture and accessories
With the correct thickness of building board and wedi Tools you can bring to life numerous designs of
your own and detailed applications.

Tile

Tile
wedi building board

wedi building board

Wall
Wall
Fitting

Toilet

Straddling dowel

Attaching heavy bathroom ceramics.

Dowelling behind the ceramics.

wedi Tools 90° connectors

Joining two building boards at right angles.

wedi Tools wall connector

Attaching a building board construction to a wall.

max. 40 kg

max. 200 kg
50

150

30
wedi Tools
180° connector

wedi Tools 90° connector

max. 500 mm

1000 mm
50

30

Load-bearing capability and sample use of the wedi Tools 180°
connector.

wedi system components:
• wedi Tools wall connector
• wedi Tools 90° connectors

•

wedi Tools 180° connectors

•

wedi Tools fixing anchor

Load-bearing capability.
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wedi building board – fitting aids

wedi building boards as substructures for underfloor heating systems
wedi building boards are also ideally suited for use beneath underfloor heating systems. The building
boards’ good insulation properties keep the heat away from the ground and guide it straight into the
room, irrespective of whether you have a warm-water heating system or an electrical design.

Tile

Tile
Duct for installing the
heating system

Electrical heating system
wedi building board

Subsurface

For warm-water systems, ducts can be cut into the building board
quickly and easily. The building board serves as a combined form
of heat insulation and a base for installation.

wedi building board

Subsurface

Electrical underfloor heating systems are easy to mount on the
building board and downward heat loss is prevented, making the
heating system noticeably more effective.

Positioning of metal dowels, board screws and insulation-board washers
Wall-mounted structures with a board width of 60 cm

Adhesive applied over the full
surface and dowels used
from 4 mm. Dimensions:
1250 / 2500 x 600 mm

Use of a 600 mm stud frame
from 20 mm.
Dimensions: 2500 x 600 mm

Use of a 300 mm stud frame
for 10 mm boards.
Dimensions: 2500 x 600 mm

Adhesive applied over the full
surface and dabs of mortar
used from 20 mm up.
Dimensions: 2500 x 600 mm

Wall-mounted structures with a board width of 90 cm

Adhesive applied over the full
surface and dowels used for
12.5, 20, 30 and 50 mm
boards. Dimensions:
2500 x 900 mm

Use of a 450 mm stud frame
for 12.5 mm boards.
Dimensions: 2500 x 900 mm

Laid with dowels and dabs of
mortar from 20 mm up.
Dimensions: 2500 x 900 mm

Wall-mounted structures with a board width of 120 cm

Adhesive applied over the full
surface and dowels used for
12.5 boards. Dimensions:
2500 / 2600 x 1200 mm

Use of a 600 mm stud frame
from 20 mm.
Dimensions: 2500 x 1200 mm

Laid with dowels and dabs of
mortar from 20 mm up.
Dimensions: 2500 x 1200 mm
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Fundo floor elements
wedi Fundo is regarded by trade professionals as a reliable and cost-efficient solution for constructing
waterproof, floor-level showers. The tileable floor units are not only highly practical and reliable,
they have opened up a whole new world of design possibilities for wet rooms and bathrooms. wedi
Fundo floor elements are simple and reliable to install, and incorporate a sealed drain, an additional
waterproof coating and a ready-made slope.

Interesting shapes
Floor-level range
Fundo Primo
The classical designs in the Fundo floor element range are the
square and rectangular versions. Without any hint of a dull
moment, these designs offer generous space for showering.

Fundo Trollo
The wedi Fundo Trollo round floor elements are an example of
all-round well-being. This design turns an ordinary shower into
an oasis of pleasure. With a diameter of only about one metre,
there is plenty of room for it even in smaller bathrooms.

Fundo Borgo
If you would prefer, or indeed have to, fit your shower into the
corner of a room, yet still want to include curved lines in your
design concept, then wedi Fundo Borgo floor elements are just
the thing. Design and functionality combined in one product.

Fundo Nautilo
If you have enough space to play with, the wedi Fundo Nautilo
can become the real focal point of your bathroom. The natural,
snail-shell design is more than just a floor-level element, it also
makes for a completely unique shower when complemented
with the right choice of wall elements.

You can find matching Fundo
drains and drain cover options
in the product overview.
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Installation
wedi Fundo floor elements
to different substructures
Installation on screed substructures

1

2

Either create a recess in the
existing substructure or, if the
floor has been newly screeded,
allow for a recess in order to
connect the drain element.

Fill the recess with a bonded
levelling course or slightly
moist screed, seal it well and
smooth it at the appropriate
level.

5

6

Insert the shower element
flush into the recess.

Seal all the transitions using
the Fundo sealing set.

wedi system components:
•

Fundo floor elements

•

Fundo sealing set

•

Fundo drain / drain cover

3

Insert the O-ring into the
groove of the plastic frame
from above.

7

Tile the element. Fit the
shower insert and siphon.

4

Apply standard tile adhesive
across the entire underside of
the shower element.

8

Insert the stainless steel grate.
The siphon can be cleaned any
time.

Laying on wooden substructures

1

2

Cut out the requisite piece of
flooring in order to incorporate
the drain element.

Incorporate the formwork
element in the area where the
drainage cup will later be
fitted. Allow a recess for the
pipe.

5

3

Connection and positioning
of the drainage cup to the
pipe. The top of the drain
flange should be level with
the wooden floor.

4

Reinsert the sections of flooring.
Fill the formwork element with
mortar up to the upper edge
of the drain flange. Ensure that
the mortar is laid as a solid bed
in the area around the drain.

6

Fit the parts of the drain onto the Fundo element. If necessary,
pre-treat the wooden surface with deep-penetrating primer
before affixing the element. Use standard tile adhesive to affix
the element.

Seal all joints, transitions and
holes with the Fundo sealing
set.

wedi system components:
•

Fundo floor elements

•

Fundo sealing set

•

Fundo drain / drain cover
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Fundo Riolito /Riofino
wedi Fundo Riolito and wedi Fundo Riofino are floor-level shower
elements with a channel drain. They allow the shower water to
drain off through a narrow line. The linear drain in the Riolito is
positioned to the side, whereas it is centrally sited in the Riofino.
The required slope is already incorporated into the floor elements.

High quality drain
Fundo special floor elements
The two attractive floor-level shower elements are perfect additions to the overall Fundo series. There is a choice of three cover
plates made from stainless steel for each of the Fundo models. By
adjusting the stainless steel covers over the channel drain of the
Fundo Riolito, it can also be finished with a wide range of different tiles and natural stone covers. By adapting the channel cover,
the plate can be set at heights of between 4.5 mm and 14.5 mm
(or between 7 mm and 20 mm depending on the choice of cover).

Fundo Riolito with a channel drain

Fundo Riofino with a channel drain
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Laying a Fundo Riolito on cement substructures

1

2

After creating a recess for the
required floor area, position
and connect the bottom part
of the drain.

3

Attach the drainage nozzle
to the back of the Fundo with
4 screws. Hand-tighten the
screws.

5

6

Seal the joints all the way
around using the Fundo
sealing set.

•

Fundo sealing set

7

The enclosed tiling guides will
be helpful when you start
tiling.

wedi system components:
• Fundo Riolito
• wedi Duporit
•

Apply standard tile adhesive
across the entire underside of
the Fundo Riolito and affix it to
the substructure.

adhesive sealant

Fundo drain / drain cover

Insert the two-piece siphon.
Screw on the adjusting nuts for
the cover. Adjust to the right
height using the adjusting
nuts.

4

Apply a bead of adhesive along
the horizontal and vertical
surfaces of the foam using
wedi Duporit adhesive sealant.

Laying a Fundo Riolito on wooden substructures

1

2

Cut out the requisite piece of
flooring in order to incorporate
the drain element.

Install a supporting substructure
for the drainage cup.

5

3

Mount the drainage flange
and align it to the level of the
wooden floor.

4

Fill the formwork element with
mortar up to the upper edge
of the drain flange and replace
the sections of flooring which
have been cut out.

6

Apply standard tile adhesive
across the entire surface of the
Fundo Riolito.

Level off the adjacent area of
wooden floor using 50 mm
thick wedi building boards.
Seal the joints with the Fundo
sealing set.

wedi system components:
• Fundo Riolito
• wedi building board
•

Fundo sealing set

•

Fundo drain / drain cover
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Bathroom
without barriers
Floor-level elements for PVC surface finishes

Fundo Solso
As the first floor-level shower element designed for installation
in PVC, the Fundo Solso is a genuine innovation. It has been
specially developed for the barrier-free creation of shower and
bathrooms, and is used both in private housing, as well as in
hospitals, clinics, hotels and buildings which are open to the
general public.

1

2

After cutting out the floor area
required, lay wedi Nonstep
Plan impact sound deadening
boards and position and
connect the bottom section
of the drain.

5

Fit the top part of the drain
and the seal insert from either
side.

6

Insert the PVC cutting aid (with
the short flange end into the
opening). Then apply the PVC
adhesive across the entire
surface to create a cemented
substructure.

9

First fit the clamping ring to
the PVC cut-out, then the
O-ring. Insert the screw valve.

3

4

Apply standard tile adhesive
across the entire substructure
for the shower element.

7

Insert the shower element
flush into the recess. Apply
weight to it evenly while it is
setting (12 hrs). Once it has
set, loosen and remove the
screw collar and clamping ring
with the cap tool.

8

Apply a bead of the supplied
wedi Duporit adhesive sealant
right around the top of the
opening.

Lay the covering and warm it
with the hot-air gun in the
area around the drain.

Cut out the PVC covering up to
the inside edge of the cutting
aid and then remove the cutting
aid.

10

11

12

Screw it tightly with the aid of
the cap tool. We recommend
that you heat the PVC
covering again briefly in order
to clamp it in flush.

Fit the shower insert and
siphon …

… and seal it off flush with the
stainless steel plate.

wedi system components:
• Fundo Solso
• wedi Duporit adhesive sealant
• wedi Nonstep Plan
• Fundo drain / drain cover

Please note:
All the assembly material is provided.
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Quick & easy
The Fundo Primo Easy Set
substructure system
wedi Fundo floor-level showers can be installed to the correct
height quickly and easily using the Fundo Primo Easy Set. There
is no need to spend time filling with mortar and screed. The total
assembly height for the Fundo Primo Easy Set is 14 cm.

1

Assemble the wedi Fundo
Primo Easy Set on a level
substructure (level out any
uneven areas with standard
tile adhesive).

3

4

Place the drainage cup in the
recess provided. Then affix
the Fundo Primo Easy Set to
the substructure using wedi
Duporit adhesive sealant.

Connect the drainage cup to
the existing drainage pipe.

5

The Fundo Primo Easy Set is
finished and ready for use.

2

Join the individual elements
together using wedi Duporit
adhesive sealant.

6

The wedi Fundo element can
now be fitted using the wedi
Duporit adhesive sealant.

wedi system components:
• Fundo Primo Easy Set
• wedi building board Balco, sealing set
• Fundo drain / drain cover
• wedi Duporit adhesive sealant
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Stylish protection
wedi tile profiles
If you are looking for special edge protection, a clean finish to
your tiling, the necessary expansion joints or permanent finishes
to your balcony, look no further than wedi tile profiles when
laying ceramic covers. Thanks to their robust design and decorative
qualities, they are becoming increasingly popular in homes and
commercial applications.

wedi plastic tile profiles
wedi plastic tile profiles give every bathroom an individual touch.
They bring tiled surfaces to life, accentuate horizontal and vertical
lines in the functional areas and provide the perfect finish to your
tiled edges.
Made from high-grade, robust materials, they make a significant
contribution toward providing a bathroom you can enjoy for
many years to come. They are easy to apply in all designs and
dimensions.

Clear and always ideal –
wedi Jolly straight tile edging
Simply insert it instead of the tedious task of grinding. That’s
what wedi Jolly stands for. Adhering excellently to the tile
adhesive and grout, the straight tiling edging provides a perfect
finish and also protects edges.

Stylish and versatile –
Rounded wedi Tubby plastic profiles
Slightly rounded profile designs create an attractive variation in
the ceramic surfaces. With its made-to-measure looks, wedi Tubby
creates visual impact and offers technical perfection. The grooves
and ridged profile connect securely with the adhesive and grout.

wedi Jolly, wedi Tubby
For technical details and matching accessories,
please refer to the product overview.
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Brass tile profiles
wedi Sun tile profiles provide such secure protection that even
fork-lift trucks and stackers pose no threat to the edges of the
tiles used for industrial applications. Nevertheless, these profiles
can also be used as elegant design elements.

wedi Sun
For technical details and matching accessories,
please refer to the product overview.

Aluminium tile profiles
wedi City tile profiles offer effective protection and cost-efficient
versatility for tiling in the home. However, they are of limited use in
areas where they are exposed to chemical and mechanical stress.
Therefore, when you fit them, be sure to clean off any mortar and
grout from visible surfaces straight away.
All wedi brass and aluminium tile profiles achieve impressive
adhesive values between the profile and the tile adhesive or grout
thanks to the grooved designs of their rails in the inner vertical
area, as well as on the underside of the attachment limb.

wedi City
For technical details and matching accessories,
please refer to the product overview.

Stainless steel tile profiles
High-grade and robust –
wedi Arena straight tile profiles

Invisible transitions –
thanks to wedi Combi height-compensation profiles

As with virtually all stainless steel profiles, the base material for
the wedi Arena tile profiles is V4 A. This gives the tiles resistance
to corrosion from sea water and industrial air and renders them
immune to crevice corrosion, e.g. from sealants and deposits.
The precise engineering applied to these profiles can be seen in
the individual shape which is adapted fully to suit the tile.

wedi Combi height-compensation profiles made from stainless
steel V4 A create a clean transition between coverings of different
heights. They are incredibly simple to use: After cutting to length
with a mitre box, apply tile adhesive to the back of the wedi
Combi and embed the perforated anchoring limb in the tile
adhesive.

Exclusive and exciting –
Rounded wedi VIP tile profiles
High-grade wedi VIP tile profiles lend even the smallest bathroom
a touch of luxury. Adhering well to the tile adhesive and grout,
they provides a perfect finish while also protecting edges. wedi
VIP corners are also available to match the polished profiles.
These tile profiles also offer another slight benefit which is well
worth mentioning: they give every tile edging a rounded finish,
preventing unpleasant scrapes.

Lasting protection –
with wedi Stop edge-protection profiles
Where profiles have to be added to existing tiles in public and
commercial buildings, as well as in hotels and restaurants, people
want designs which stand out visually and offer lasting protection
technically, including in places where they are subjected to high
stress. wedi Stop edge-protection profiles are just the ticket.
Made in V4 A quality with a thickness of 1.5 mm, they are ideal
for deflecting jolts and knocks on either side of the profile. Each
profile comes with a removable protective plastic film and can be
affixed to all wall coverings with wedi Duporit adhesive sealant.

Solid stability –
With wedi Step tread profiles
The edges of steps are constantly subjected to high levels of
stress. They need special protection. wedi Step tread profiles
made from brass and stainless steel are equally solid, making
them the ideal solution for valuable natural stones and tiles.
They provide edges with lasting protection against damage,
reducing the risk of slipping due to the raised profile and are able
to withstand extreme levels of stress thanks to their extra wide
attachment limb. The slightly rounded tread profiles create attractive
variations in the ceramic surfaces, are easy to maintain and give
the staircase a touch of elegance.

wedi Arena, wedi VIP, wedi Stop, wedi Step, wedi Combi
For technical details and matching accessories,
please refer to the product overview.
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wedi movement and expansion joint profiles
From robust to flexible –
wedi Objekt expansion joint profiles
wedi Objekt expansion joint profiles 501 are a functionally reliable
and robust form of edge protection for laying in a bed of mortar.
They can be used for all types of tile and natural stone covering,
as well as in screed for textile and plastic coverings without the
need for subsequent filling. wedi Objekt expansion joint profiles
502 and 503 are sturdy expansion joint systems offering optimum
flexibility when used in the vibration bed process and in tile,
natural stone and screed coverings. The wear-resistant, dull matt
surface provides sound protection for the edges, including in
public or commercial buildings.

Stable and effective –
wedi Objekt expansion-joint adhesive profiles
wedi Objekt expansion-joint adhesive profiles, with a surface
finish that is resistant to wear, are ideally suited to installation
using the thin-bed method. They maintain their shape and are
highly functional. Installed at least flush with the tiled surfaces,
these profiles offer the utmost protection to tiling which is subject
to stress, in particular in public and commercial buildings (test
report by “Säurefliesner-Vereinigung e.V., Testing and advisory
institute for wall and floor coverings”). With their bevelled edges,
they are easy to set under the tiles. They are installed as the tiles
are laid. The grooves on either side allow for good adhesion to
the tile adhesive.

Triple strength –
wedi Triolos expansion joint profiles
wedi Triolos expansion joint profiles are the practical solution to
the problem of expansion joints indoors and outdoors. The
special design of the attachment limbs, created to be snapped at
specific points, gives you absolute flexibility during tiling. The
profiles are worked in directly, and the fluting along either side
of the profile edges help to achieve much improved adhesion
between the expansion joint profile and the tile adhesive. The
wear-resistant surface has a dull matt finish and is adapted to
match the joint between tiles both in terms of shape and look.
Since both side limbs can be snapped off, this allows it to be
guided along rounded joints. It can easily be affixed to existing
floor coverings by snapping off a complete limb on one side.
This guarantees the optimum absorption of movement.

wedi Objekt, wedi Triolos
For technical details and matching accessories,
please refer to the product overview.

wedi Balco tile profiles for balconies and terraces
wedi Balco tile profiles made from stainless steel V4 A not only defy
wind and weather, they are also resistant to corrosion from sea
water and industrial air, and immune to crevice corrosion. There are
two different variants available, depending on the area of application:
wedi Balco profiles for laying by the thin-bed method and wedi
Balco profiles for the conventional mortar-bed method.

wedi Balco tile profiles –
Laid using the thin-bed method

wedi Balco tile profiles –
Laid using the mortar-bed method

There are also connectors available for these profiles to bridge
lengths in excess of 2.50 m. There is no need for corner pieces
since corners are formed exclusively by bending the profile after
sawing the anchoring limb to size.

These tile profiles have been specially developed for tiling using
the mortar-bed method and are recommended for drained
screed. Designed to match the wedi Balco tile profiles for mortarbed laying, connectors (for balconies and terraces over 2.50 m in
length) and corner pieces are also available to give you optically
perfectly formed corners.

wedi Balco tile profile,
laid using the mortar-bed method

wedi Balco tile profile,
laid using the thin-bed method

wedi Balco tile profiles for the thin-bed method feature stainless
steel adhesive profiles with a brushed finish. Combined with the
wedi Balco building board, they provide a perfect exterior finish,
giving the edges a technically sophisticated and visually tidy trim.

wedi Balco tile profile, laid using the thin-bed method, in application

wedi Balco
For technical details and matching accessories,
please refer to the product overview.
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Supplementary
products
Making tiling more fun
wedi supplementary products are useful additional products designed to assist you with the task in
hand. Most notably, they include high-grade impact sound deadening boards, decoupling and sealing systems, our proven protective membrane, as well as high-tack wedi Duporit adhesive sealant.
Various versions of these products guarantee a wide range of uses with quality you can count on.

Impact sound deadening wedi Nonstep
wedi Nonstep Plus impact sound deadening for rigid, level substructures is made from 6 mm recycled rubber material and XPS
flakes bound with polyurethane. It is adhered to a 6 mm wedi
building board to produce a ship-lap joint connection. After
all-over reinforcement with wedi Tools reinforcement tape, tiling

1

2

Lay out the impact sound
deadening boards on a suitable,
level substructure. Unevenness
must be levelled out before
laying.

can be carried out directly onto the board without any other
preliminary treatment. There is just one exception; if the floor is
uneven it must first be levelled out using suitable fillers (levelling
and ground-compensation compounds). The improvement in
impact sound deadening under ceramic floor coverings is 16 dB.

3

Stagger the joints and avoid
cross joints.

The screed substructure is fully laid, reinforced with wedi Tools
reinforcement mat and filled with conventional tile adhesive,
making it ready for tiling.

Impact sound deadening wedi Nonstep
If the floor covering being renovated is slightly uneven, wedi Nonstep Plan is the product you need. The impact sound deadening
board is made from recycled rubber material and XPS flakes bound
with polyurethane, which is coated with a special flexible mineral
sealing slurry. You can tile straight onto wedi Nonstep Plan once it

1

2

Level out any unevenness
before laying. It can be cut
simply using a carpet cutter.

Plan

has been fully reinforced with wedi Tools reinforcement tape.
You only need to level out areas which are particularly uneven
beforehand (with levelling and ground-compensation compounds).
The improvement in impact sound deadening under ceramic floor
coverings is 14 dB.

3

Seal the joints with masking
tape to prevent acoustic
bridges.

wedi system components:
• wedi Nonstep Plus
• wedi Tools
• wedi Nonstep Plan

Plus

Apply the tile adhesive over the whole surface as a bonding layer.
Lay the wedi Tools reinforcement mat into the tile adhesive with
an overlap of 5 – 6 cm and bed it in with the trowel. It can then
be tiled.

reinforcement mat
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Sealing membrane wedi Subliner

Dry

Permanent seal with wedi Subliner Dry. This thin-layer, crackbridging sealing membrane is made from highly tear-resistant
polyethylene film. It offers optimum connection to tile laying
materials thanks to its dual-sided special fleece lamination. For
use as a quick sealing measure for building sites with fixed deadlines in combination with ceramic tiles and slabs, as well as with
natural cast tiles for indoor wall and floor areas.

Application areas
wedi Subliner Dry is a membrane-type sealant for moderately
humid rooms of humidity class 0, A01, A02 according to the
ZDB data sheet, such as domestic bathrooms and hotel bathrooms. wedi Subliner Dry is approved by the building inspection authorities for creating a compound seal for heavy-duty
wet areas in exposure classes A1, A2, C, such as showers,

swimming pool surrounds, commercial kitchens and laundries.
Only system-tested thin bed mortars may be used for areas
requiring building authority approval. These can be found in
the general building inspection test certificate.

Decoupling membrane wedi Subliner

Flex

Decouple safely with wedi Subliner Flex. This is used for decoupling
and tension reduction between top coverings of ceramic tiles,
slabs and natural stone and the substructure in indoor applications.
It offers high crack bridging properties and is particularly suitable
for renovations and restorations with low thickness measurements.

Application areas
Crack-bridging decoupling membrane made from a strong
fabric reinforcement, which offers optimum connection to tile
laying materials thanks to its dual-sided special fleece lamination.
For all load-bearing substructures and mixed substructures

such as cement floors; anhydrite, cast asphalt and cement
screeds; old parquet floorings with good adhesion; cement,
lime-cement and gypsum plasters.

Sealing / decoupling membrane wedi Subliner Dry & Flex
wedi Subliner Dry & Flex is an all-in-one sealing and decoupling
solution. This flexible, crack-bridging sealing and decoupling
membrane is made from highly tear-resistant polyethylene film,
which offers optimum connection to tile laying materials thanks
to its dual-sided special fleece lamination. For use as a quick
sealing measure for fixed-date building sites in combination with
ceramic tiles and slabs, as well as with natural cast tiles for indoor
and outdoor wall and floor areas. The special membrane provides
improved tension compensation during sudden changes in
temperature.

Application areas
wedi Subliner Dry & Flex is a membrane-type sealant for moderately humid rooms of humidity class 0, A01, A02 and B0 according to the ZDB data sheet, such as domestic bathrooms, hotel
bathrooms, balconies and terraces. wedi Subliner Dry & Flex is
approved by the building inspection authorities for creating a
compound seal for heavy-duty wet areas in exposure classes

A1, A2, C, such as showers, swimming pool surrounds, commercial kitchens and laundries. Only system-tested thin bed
mortars must be used for areas requiring building authority
approval. These can be found in the general building inspection
test certificate.

For technical details and matching accessories, please refer to the product overview.
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